Sensory feedback mechanism underlying entrainment of central pattern generator to mechanical resonance.
Rhythmic body motions observed in animal locomotion are known to be controlled by neuronal circuits called central pattern generators (CPGs). It appears that CPGs are energy efficient controllers that cooperate with biomechanical and environmental constraints through sensory feedback. In particular, the CPGs tend to induce rhythmic motion of the body at a natural frequency, i.e., the CPGs are entrained to a mechanical resonance by sensory feedback. The objective of this paper is to uncover the mechanism of entrainment resulting from the dynamic interaction of the CPG and mechanical system. We first develop multiple CPG models for the reciprocal inhibition oscillator (RIO) and examine through numerical experiments whether they can be entrained to a simple pendulum. This comparative study identifies the neuronal properties essential for the entrainment. We then analyze the simplest model that captures the essential dynamics via the method of harmonic balance. It is shown that robust entrainment results from a strong, positive-feedback coupling of a lightly damped mechanical system and the RIO consisting of neurons with the complete adaptation property.